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Abstract

Vessel segmentation in photographies of the retina is needed in a set of computer-supported med-

ical applications related to diagnosis and surgery planning. Considering each pixel in an image

as a point in a feature space, segmentation is a binary classification problem where pixels need to

be assigned to one of two classes: object and background. We describe a paradigm of hysteresis-

classifier design that we apply to the problem of vessel segmentation. Before classification, a

multidimensional feature vector is computed for each pixel, such that in the corresponding feature

space, vessels and background are more separable than in the original image space. Several classi-

fiers that stem from the hysteresis-classifier design paradigm are tested with this feature space on

publicly available databases. These classifiers are very fast and achieve results that are comparable

or even superior to known dedicated methods. Hysteresis-based classifiers represent a fast and

accurate solution for the retinal-vessel segmentation problem.
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1. Introduction

Photographies of the retina showing the vasculature are used, for example, to support medical

diagnosis in the case of hypertension, diabetes, and the cardiovascular disease [1], but also for in-

tervention planning [2]. To this end, the retinal vessels need to be segmented to compute measures

like vessel area and length, vessel width, abnormal branching, and also to provide a localization

of vascular structures. The contrast of vessels in the analyzed images is related to the quantity of

blood found therein. Hence, small vessels have a weak contrast. Also differences between vessels

and background pixels are localized in the vicinity of vessels. The background is usually inho-

mogeneous and can be locally similar to the vessels. All these properties lead to poor separability

between vessels and background. Conversely, vessels are connected structures, as the blood flows

from the large vessels through smaller ones to the capillaries.

The purpose of image segmentation is to separate objects from background, where by objects

one understands items of interest in the analyzed images. As a binary pattern classification prob-

lem, where each pixel needs to be assigned to either the background or the object class, image

segmentation is usually afflicted by class skew, as there are often much more background pixels

than object ones. Also, in many cases, there is a strong overlap between object and background in

the pixel feature space, usually due to the variations of the object- and background-defining prop-

erties. Classification with large class skew is a challenging task, especially for accuracy classifiers

that strive to achieve a minimal number of false decisions. Classification in the presence of strong

overlap is difficult irrespective of the chosen method, however, good results can be achieved if

prior knowledge is used. The segmentation of retinal vessels in photographs of the retina is a par-

ticularly challenging problem that has received high interest from the machine-vision community

[3]. Most vessel-segmentation algorithms are unsupervised and semi automatic [4], but there are

some important applications in which supervised methods are well suited and automatic methods

are needed, like, for example, screening for diabetic rethinopathy [5, 6].

Owing to the typical separability problems of vessel images, the first step in extracting the

vessels is to enhance them, i.e., to increase their contrast and separability from the background.

For this purpose, a large variety of techniques has been proposed including matched filters [7, 8],
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Hessian measures [9], the wavelet transform [10, 11], line detectors [12], and morphological image

processing [13]. Often these methods include multiscale computations to compensate for the large

variety of vessel sizes [14]. Particularly successful have been approaches where various vessel

measures, aiming at different vessel properties, have been combined into multidimensional pixel-

feature vectors [15, 16, 12, 6] or into new vesselness measures [17, 18].

Vessels can be then segmented in a supervised manner based on a pre-labeled set of examples,

for example, using k-nearest neighbor classification [15], hysteresis classification [19], centerline

detectors [17], Gaussian mixture model based Bayesian classifiers [11], Support Vector Machines

[12], and Neural Networks [6]. Alternatively, unsupervised methods like tracking [10], cluster-

ing [16, 20], centerline detection and region growing [21, 14], as well as unsupervised hysteresis

classification [22, 23] and multi-thresholding methods [24, 8] can be used. In particular the multi-

threshold methods can achieve good results, as they can be specially designed to deal with the large

overlap of the vessel and background pixel classes.

In this paper, we describe a new approach to classifier design for binary classification which

yields methods well suited for working in a skewed feature space and makes use of prior knowledge

to achieve robustness with respect to strong class overlap. We call this approach the “hysteresis

binary-classification paradigm” and use it to design several classifiers for segmenting vessels in

images of the retina. Our paradigm yields fast and accurate classifiers that return a label for each

individual pixel. It can be used to generate both supervised and unsupervised methods for either

scalar or vectorial inputs. It uses two classifiers: the first one, called the pessimist, works with

a practically zero false-positive rate, which with overlapping classes implies a high false-negative

rate; the second one, called the optimist, works with a practically zero false-negative rate and a high

false-positive rate. Then, using the prior knowledge about the connectivity property of vessels, the

pessimist classification can be used to select true vessels from among the optimist classification.

A hysteresis classifier for scalar inputs (i.e., a hysteresis threshold) was also used in [23] in

a contribution parallel to ours [22]. However, no consideration was given there to the way the

two classifiers should be chosen in relation to the available data (see also Section 2). By design,

hysteresis classification yields for scalar inputs a multi-threshold method. Typical multi-threshold
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methods are actually local thresholds, where various image regions (varying in size from large

portions of the input image to one pixel) get different thresholds when conducting segmentation, as

a way to compensate for varying background. The hysteresis threshold, however, always generates

just two global thresholds. The final segmentation is then achieved with the help of the connectivity

relationship among object pixels. This last connectivity-based step is in a way similar to region

growing techniques, where the seeds are generated by the pessimist and the optimist helps to

define the logical predicate needed for the growing process. However, the hysteresis methods are

significantly faster, as they work with global thresholds. In addition to the algorithm description,

we present methods to properly establish the optimal parameter choices for hysteresis classifiers

based on training. We obtain results that are comparable or even slightly better, but computed

faster, than some of the most powerful state-of-the-art methods specially designed for this problem

[8, 24, 15, 11, 21, 12, 18, 6], .

This paper draws on previous work published in conference papers [25, 22, 16, 19] and includes

a more complete description and a more thorough evaluation. We use here the vessel-segmentation

problem to present a uniform view of the hysteresis binary-classification paradigm. New results

and comparisons demonstrate the validity of our approach.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the hysteresis classification paradigm

and its application to vessel segmentation. In Section 3 we describe the feature extraction process

that results in the computation of a feature vector for each pixel of an analyzed image. In Section 4

we describe the experiments conducted to test various hysteresis classifiers and compare them to

state-of-the-art methods. Finally, in Section 5 we present a critical review of the proposed methods.

2. A hysteresis binary-classification paradigm applied to image segmentation

The concept of hysteresis thresholding for image analysis is not new, being used successfully

for edge segmentation by Canny [26] and even before this to construct motion masks [27]. With

respect to the design of the hysteresis threshold, Canny only mentions that the high-confidence

threshold should be some two times larger than the low-confidence one, as in the edge map the

edges are always brighter than the background. Such considerations are characteristic for the way

the hysteresis threshold is currently used: the two thresholds usually stay in a fixed, predetermined
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relationship to one another, as for example in the work of Niemistö et al. [23]. In this contribution,

we introduce a set of rules that permits both the automatic (i.e., supervised) and semi-automatic

(i.e., expert-knowledge based and/or unsupervised) design of hysteresis classifiers. The classifiers

themselves consist of a high- and a low-confidence classifier for scalar and vectorial inputs and

assume that the condition about connectivity of the object-class pixels holds. We use the proposed

set of rules to design classifiers for the particular problem of image segmentation and then apply

them to the segmentation of vessels.

2.1. Hysteresis classification

In the hysteresis classification paradigm, the high- and low-confidence classifiers are called

the pessimist and the optimist, respectively, and they represent the base classifiers. When apply-

ing the paradigm to image segmentation, we define connectivity over neighborhood relationships

among pixel sites. We introduce a border-separability constraint that is supposed to ensure that

the connectivity condition leads exclusively to the selection of object pixels. For image segmenta-

tion, our paradigm yields two types of classifiers, the absolute one, taking into consideration only

individual pixels, and the relative one, considering also the analyzed image. Finally, for image

segmentation we show how to conduct feature extraction using object maps. A flowchart of the

hysteresis-classification paradigm is shown in Figure 1.

Base classifiers. If the two classes of a binary classification problem overlap strongly but not

completely in some feature space (denoted next by A), then error-free classification is impossible

there. If the components of one class do exhibit some type of connectivity in a different feature

space (denoted next byB), where there is no overlap (i.e., the classes are disjoint), then the hystere-

sis paradigm is used to design methods that may achieve error-free classification. Two classifiers

working in feature space A (i.e., the pessimist and the optimist), coupled over the connectivity

constraint in B, build a hysteresis classifier. However, if the connectivity and disjointness in B

can be described by some numerical features, then these should be included in A, where a standard

classifier can then be used to achieve error-free classification. Thus, we consider the cases in which

the connectivity and disjointness in feature space B cannot be easily described numerically.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the hysteresis classification paradigm. The border separability constraint ensures that the high-
specificity pessimist classification result from feature space A selects, over the connectivity in feature space B, only
true object points from the high-sensitivity optimist result.

Hysteresis classification for image segmentation. For the particular case of image segmentation,

the features in feature space A are computed from the intensity levels of the analyzed image, such

that for each pixel there is a point in the feature space. The feature set B is given by the set of

pixel sites S = {s1, s2, . . . , sN} with N = m× n for an image with m lines and n columns. Each

pixel site is represented by a 2D position vector si = [xi, yi]
T with i ∈ {1 . . . N}. A neighborhood

system N k = {Ns, s ∈ S} is introduced as a collection of pairs of pixel sites Ns. For a site sA,

a pair is defined as NsA = {sA, sB}, such that sB ∈ NsA ⇔ sA ∈ NsB and the distance between

them satisfies d(sA, sB) ≤ dN , with d(sA, sB) = [(xA − xB)2 + (yA − yB)2]
1
2 being the Euclidean

distance. If dN = 1, then we have a four-points neighborhood N 4, as there are four pairs for each

site. If dN =
√
2 we have an eight-points neighborhood N 8.

The two base classifiers return two different sets of labels L = {ls, s ∈ S} with ls ∈ {0, 1},

constituting two different label configurations Loptimist and Lpessimist. With respect to a set of

labels, B fulfills a disjointness condition, as each site receives one of two possible and mutually

exclusive labels: object (ls = 1) or background (ls = 0). The object connectivity in B is expressed

as a proximity relationship, i.e., object points are neighboring other object points according to their
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labels and the neighborhood system N k.

For vessel segmentation, we consider vessels to be connected objects, with each vessel-pixel

site being linked over an N 8 neighborhood to another vessel-pixel site. Therefore we segment

an image by selecting from Loptimist all those vessel-pixel sites connected over a chain of N 8

neighborhoods to a vessel-pixel site from Lpessimist.

The border-separability constraint. In order to select all object points from A, assuming overlap-

ping classes, the “optimist” will falsely classify many background points as object points. For the

hysteresis classification to work without without making any errors, these false objects must be

situated in B at a distance larger than the chosen threshold dN from true objects. In other words,

they may not be connected to true objects, and more precisely, they may not be in the neighbor-

hood of true objects. Therefore, the borders of objects have to be sufficiently separable from the

surrounding background such that there exists a classifier which yields a segmentation result where

true object pixels are separated from false object pixels by dmin > dN in B. We call this property

the border-separability constraint. In practice, of course, the border-separability constraint will

not always hold, and it should be enforced prior to segmentation in the feature-extraction process.

Relative and absolute hysteresis classification. For image segmentation, our paradigm returns two

types of hysteresis classifiers: the absolute and the relative classifier respectively. For the absolute

hysteresis classifier, we find during training the parameters for two separation surfaces, one for

each base classifier. During testing and operation, these surfaces are used to decide for each pixel,

irrespective of the image it comes from, whether it is a background or an object pixel. For the

relative hysteresis classifier, we find during training two percentile values. These values are used

during testing and operation to compute for each analyzed image two individual separating surfaces

that are in turn used to compute for each pixel in the respective image whether it belongs to the

background or to the object class.

Feature extraction: the object map. In the case of image segmentation, we carry out a chain of

processing steps aiming at improving the separability between the two pixel classes, like, for ex-

ample, improving the contrast and the homogeneity of the pixel-intensity-level representation of
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objects and background. For hysteresis segmentation, special care has to be taken during process-

ing to preserve and enhance the objects’ borders, in support of the border-separability constraint.

The result of the processing chain is an enhanced image called object map, in which each pixel has

an intensity value that can be seen as a feature. The generation of the object map will in the fol-

lowing be referred to as a feature extraction process. To avoid undesired bias, the features should

be normalized.

2.2. Relative hysteresis classification and percentiles

To design the base classifiers for relative hysteresis classification, we make extensive use of

percentiles. The k’th percentile is defined as that value of a 1D random variable, which is larger

than k percent of all other realizations in the available sample. As we are on the real axis, it is

self-evident that the two margins of the sample are the maximal and the minimal value. Therefore,

the percentile spans the real axis between these two extreme values, defining thresholds to select

in uniform steps percentages of the number of realizations in the sample.

For multidimensional feature spaces, we describe here two ways to design the base classifiers:

(i) by extending the notion of percentile with the help of a linear classifier and (ii) by applying Lin-

ear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [28] [29] and thus obtaining–in our binary-classification setup–a

transformation that maps the original feature space to a line, where we can again work with the

usual percentiles.

Percentile-based base classifiers. For the pessimist, the null hypothesis is that the pixel under

investigation belongs to the background class. Hence, we impose P (xb < tp) = α with xb being

an intensity value in the background class, tp a threshold, and α the significance. We then have

P (xb < tp) =

tp∑
i=vbmin

nbi

Nb

= α, (1)

where vbmin represents the minimum intensity value on the histogram of the background intensities,

nbi denotes the number of background pixels with intensity value i, and Nb is the total number of

background pixels in the image. The value tp is then the α’th quantile of the histogram of the

background’s pixel-intensity levels.
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The histogram of the image is the discrete approximation of the mixture of vessel and back-

ground class-conditional probability density functions (pdfs). Therefore, tp is also a quantile of the

histogram of the image and can be found via

P (x < tp) =

tp∑
i=vmin

ni

N
= αim (2)

where x is a pixel intensity level in the image, vmin is the minimum intensity level on the histogram,

ni is the number of pixels with intensity level i, and N denotes the total number of pixels in the

image. The threshold tp is then the αim’th quantile of the histogram of the image, and it should be

chosen such that it selects practically only vessel pixels.

Similarly, the optimist is computed using the object’s class-conditional pdf. This time, we

hypothesize that the pixel under consideration is an object pixel. To compute the threshold, we

impose again a small significance level β,

P (xo > to) =

vomax∑
i=to

noi

No

= β, (3)

where xo is a pixel-intensity level in the object class, vomax is the maximum intensity level on the

histogram of the object’s pixel-intensity levels, noi is the number of object pixels with intensity

level i, and No is the total number of object pixels in the image. The value to is some quantile of

the histogram of the object’s pixel-intensity levels and it is also a quantile of the histogram of the

image. It can be found from

P (x < to) =
to∑

i=vmin

ni

N
= βim. (4)

The threshold to is then the βim’th quantile of the histogram of the image, and it should be chosen

such that it selects practically all vessel pixels. For the purpose of hysteresis classification we

use percentiles (i.e., 100’th quantiles). A histogram with the thresholds tp and to is shown in

Figure 2(a), in which the two class-conditional pdfs can be also seen.
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The linear-classifier percentile. We introduce the linear-classifier percentile for the 2D case. An

extension to more dimensions is straightforward, with the linear-classifier percentile turning from

a line into a hyperplane.

To define the linear-classifier percentile, one should first establish the margins of the sample.

Optimally, these are along the axis of largest separability. Then, one should also define a way to

select percentages of the total number of realizations in the sample. For this second purpose, we

need a type of separating surface. A “linear” percentile is obtained when this separating surface

is a line. Thus, a linear-classifier percentile is defined by a linear separating surface and by its

position on an axis perpendicular to it, i.e., the axis of largest separability. An example is shown

in Figure 2(b).

A linear separating surface

hl(x) = bTx + c = 0 (5)

is defined in 2D by the vector of weights b = [b1, b2]
T and the position c. By modifying c, the

separating surface is moved over certain distances on the axis defined by b, such that it selects

percentages of the available sample in unit steps.

We need to define also a direction on this axis, i.e., an orientation of the separating surface. We

define this from the mean of the object class towards the mean of the background class, which is

equivalent in the 1D case to considering objects dark. Therefore, the k’th linear-classifier percentile

separates k percent of the data from the rest, and most of this data will belong to the object. Then,

the pessimist and the optimist are chosen from the set of decision surfaces given by the linear-

classifier percentiles from zero to 100. The weight vector b, which is also shown in Figure 2(b),

encodes both the axis of largest separability and the orientation of the separating surface.

2.3. Hysteresis classifiers for vessel segmentation

Next we discuss hysteresis thresholds for scalar inputs and hysteresis classifiers for vectorial

inputs. A hysteresis threshold works directly on a vessel map. A hysteresis classifier works on a

collection of vessel maps such that each pixel is described by a vector (see Section 3). For image

segmentation in general, our paradigm yields two types of classifiers, the absolute and the relative

hysteresis classifiers that we describe in more detail next.
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(a)

b

(b)

Figure 2: Schematic representation of an object-map histogram with the pessimist and optimist thresholds, tp and
to respectively (a) and schematic representation of a 2D pixel feature-space with the axis of largest separability b
(that ideally goes through the two class means), the margins of the sample (dashed line), the optimist and pessimist
classifiers, O and P respectively (b).

2.3.1. Thresholding with hysteresis

When segmenting by thresholding, in a majority of cases a single fixed, global threshold [30]

is used for all pixels. There are also adaptive approaches where several thresholds are employed

[24], [31], and, in the limit, each pixel obtains its own threshold [32]. The hysteresis paradigm

in this case yields an adaptive approach [25] with two thresholds, each corresponding to a base

classifier. The threshold can be established automatically or semi-automatically.

2.3.2. The absolute hysteresis classifier

The absolute hysteresis classifier is an LDA-based automatic method. It needs a labeled set of

examples from the two classes, viz. object and background. This set is extracted from the pixel

feature space.

The pixel feature space. Feature vectors of all pixels from all training images build a pixel-feature

vector space. Either the entire vector space, or a sample from it is used to compute the parameters

of the hysteresis classifier. These parameters remain constant for all analyzed images.
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Inputs: all images in the training set, number iterations, classifier type
idxmax ← number iterations;
idx← 0;
pessimist(idx)← 0;
classifier set = RAW CLASSIFIER(l = 0 to 100, classifier type);
ROC ← BUILD-ROC(classifier set);
optimist(idx)← argmax

l
(DISTANCE-TO-ROC-BASELINE(ROC, l));

while idx ≤ idxmax do
idx← idx+ 1;
pessimist classifier set = RAW CLASSIFIER(k = 0 to 100, classifier type);
hROC ← BUILD-HYSTERESIS-ROC(pessimist classifier set, optimist(idx− 1));
pessimist(idx)← argmax

k
(DISTANCE-TO-ROC-BASELINE(hROC, k));

optimist classifier set = RAW CLASSIFIER(m = 0 to 100,classifier type);
hROC ← BUILD-HYSTERESIS-ROC(optimist classifier set, pessimist(idx));
optimist(idx)← argmax

m
(DISTANCE-TO-ROC-BASELINE(hROC,m));

if pessimist(idx) == pessimist(idx− 1) & optimist(idx) == optimist(idx− 1)
exit loop

end if
end while
return hysteresis-classifier(pessimist,optimist)

Figure 3: Pseudo-code for the iterative training algorithm. Depending on the classifier type, for absolute
hysteresis classifiers, the RAW CLASSIFIER(d,classifier type) is a threshold. For relative classifiers, it is a
percentile. RAW CLASSIFIER(d,classifier type) denotes a classifiers that separates d% of data from the rest
(100− d)%. By varying d from 0 to 100 we obtain a set of classifiers.

Absolute hysteresis classification and LDA. The absolute hysteresis classifier uses LDA. In [19] a

supervised absolute hysteresis classifier is described, where the pessimist and the optimist are two

Fisher’s classifiers with parameters (w, Tp) and (w, To) respectively. For our binary classification

problem, w defines an LDA transformation from a multidimensional pixel-feature space to a 1D

feature space. Tp, To represent thresholds in this 1D space. w, Tp, and To represent the parameters

of the hysteresis classifier.

During LDA, one looks for a transformation such that in the transformed space, the separability

criterion

F =
(µ1 − µ2)

2

σ2
1 + σ2

2

(6)

where µ1, µ2 and σ1, σ2 are the means and variances in the transformed space, is optimized. Using
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a labeled input feature space, the transformation weights are

wT = (m1 −m2)
T
(n1

n
Σ1 +

n2

n
Σ2

)−1
(7)

where m1, m2 and Σ1, Σ2 are the class-conditional means and covariance matrices, respectively.

n1 and n2 are the numbers of components in each class and n is the total number of components.

w is computed in the pixel-feature vector space, as described above. Tp and To are found during

hysteresis training on the pixel-feature vector space.

2.3.3. The relative hysteresis classifier

The relative hysteresis classifier is defined with the help of percentiles. Each image i is consid-

ered independently, hence the sample over which the percentiles are computed is given by all pixels

in one image at a time. Thus, even if the percentile values obtained during training remain con-

stant for all analyzed images, the parameters of the corresponding separation surfaces change from

image to image, thus better adapting to the analyzed data and ultimately providing better results.

In the following, we describe two types of relative classifiers: the first uses the linear-classifier

percentile [33] and the second is LDA-based [34]. The percentiles are found during hysteresis

training.

Linear-classifier percentile-based relative classifier. We use two linear-classifier percentiles as

base classifiers. Thus, for an image i we have

hip = bTx + cip

hio = bTx + cio

(8)

The parameters cp and co represent the positions of the corresponding linear separation surfaces

along the axis defined by b such that they separate certain percentages of the available sample from

the rest.

To compute b we make the assumption that in each image i of the training set the class-

conditional pdfs of the object and the background are Gaussian, with equal covariance matrices.
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We obtain

bi = 2Σ−1(mi
b −mi

o) (9)

with mi
b being the mean of the background class and mi

o denoting the mean of the object class.

The vector b is computed as

b =
1

M

M∑
i=1

bi, (10)

where M denotes the number of images in the training set. The two percentiles that yield cip and

cio for each image are found during hysteresis training based on the images of the training set.

LDA-based relative classifier. The scalar product bTx can also be seen as applying a transforma-

tion b to the data vector x that maps it to a scalar value. For this purpose we use now the LDA. The

base classifiers are now Fisher classifiers, but defined in a relative manner, as the corresponding

thresholds T i
p and T i

o are computed from percentile values that are set during hysteresis training on

the images of the training-set. The vector wi is computed for each image i in the training set, and

then, w is computed as the mean over all wi, similar to the way b is computed in (10):

w =
1

M

M∑
i=1

wi. (11)

2.4. Hysteresis training

The purpose of training is to establish the parameters of the base classifiers: for absolute hys-

teresis classifiers, two thresholds have to be determined, and for relative hysteresis classifiers, two

percentile values are needed. If no labeled training set is available, these parameters should be set

manually based on some prior knowledge with respect to the segmentation problem. This knowl-

edge can be available, for example, in form of input from an expert or in form of an unlabeled set

of training images from which an untrained user can form an opinion for himself. We say we have

then a semi-automatic hysteresis classifier. Conversely, we have an automatic classifier and we

show how to use the images in the labeled training set to compute the sought parameters. In the

vectorial case, we need first to compute b, or w. For absolute hysteresis classifiers we also need to

construct the pixel feature space.
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Semi-automatic training. Percentiles are related to the percentage of the image surface covered by

pixels whose features are situated behind the percentile value. Therefore, to define the hysteresis

classifier, one can use prior information about the approximate surface covered by objects in the

analyzed images, information which can be translated into percentile values [22].

The percentile defining the pessimist is rather small and is related to the minimal image area

which is certainly occupied by vessels – this is the black area under the curve in Figure 2(a).

Theoretically, this should be the largest percentile selecting only vessels. The percentile defining

the optimist should be chosen as βvm = 100 − V , where V defines the largest percentage of the

vessel-map surface that can be covered by vessels and is thus related to the minimal image area

which is certainly occupied by background – this is the dashed area under the curve in Figure 2(a).

Theoretically this should be the smallest percentile selecting all vessels.

Automatic training. Now, we assume that a set of labeled examples is available for training. Au-

tomatic training is thus supervised training. The training algorithm is shown as pseudo code in

Figure 3.

Training absolute classifiers. To compute the two thresholds we use the receiver operating

characteristic (ROC). The ROC is determined by varying the threshold T of a Fisher classifier

(w, T ) between the minimum and the maximum values in the transformed 1D space and computing

each time the percentage of true positives or correct classifications (TP ) and that of false positives

(FP ) on the pre-labeled training set. The thresholds Tp and To are determined the following way:

We start from a standard Fisher classifier used as “optimist”, with T corresponding to the ROC-

point that is most distant to the baseline linking the ROC-points with FP= 0% and FP= 100%

(i.e., the straight diagonal baseline across the ROC graph, corresponding to random performance)

and try all “pessimists” by varying Tp between the minimum and the maximum value, building

thus a hysteresis-ROC (this is the BUILD-HYSTERESIS-ROC (pessimist classifier set, optimist(i))

method in Figure 3), and choose again the one corresponding to the point most distant to the

baseline. We repeat this procedure, this time keeping the “pessimist” constant (this is the BUILD-

HYSTERESIS-ROC (optimist classifier set, pessimist(i)) method in Figure 3), and continue then
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for a predetermined number of steps, or until the thresholds do not change anymore.

Training relative classifiers. First, the ROC of a percentile-based decision is used to ini-

tialize the optimist as that percentile corresponding to the point which is most distant from the

baseline. The percentile-based decision implies running all percentiles from zero to 100, each time

segmenting the available images. We then construct the ROC of this decision from the FP and

TP rates of each percentile. Then, the ROC of a hysteresis decision is built, using the previously

established optimist and all possible pessimist classifiers corresponding to the percentiles from

zero to 100. The pessimist corresponding to the point that is most distant from the baseline is

selected. The procedure is repeated, this time for the optimist and then in turn for the pessimist

and so on for a predetermined number of steps, or until the base classifiers remain unchanged for

two consecutive iterations.

3. Feature extraction for retinal-vessel segmentation

The purpose of feature extraction is to compute vessel maps in which the separability of the

vessel and object pixel classes is improved, while obeying the border-separability constraint. In the

vessel map, which is generated through a sequence of processing steps from a given vessel image

(essentially contrast enhancement), each pixel has an intensity value that can be seen as a feature

(see also Section 2.1).

Several maps can be used together in a pixel-based multidimensional description of vessels. In

this case we can conduct feature selection to find out which vessel maps should be used.

3.1. Vessel maps

In our experiments we have used five vessel maps, described in more detail in [16, 20, 35]:

1. Bothat: the result of a Bothat transform, used to select contrasted structures of a certain size;

2. Hessian single scale: the first eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix, to select elongated structures;

3. Hessian multiscale: the result of the analysis of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix ex-

tended in a multiscale approach to also reach the small vessels and improve the homogeneity

of the vessel class;
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4. Band-pass filter: the result of a band-pass filter, to select only vessels based on their size;

5. Laplacian pyramid: the result of a multi-resolution analysis using the Laplace pyramid, to

select only fine-detail vessel structures and improve the homogeneity of the vessel pixel

class.

In each vessel map, the vessel pixels are characterized by smaller intensities than the background.

Each vessel map has been processed to have unit variance and smallest positive mean, such that

all pixel intensities are larger than zero. This has been achieved by normalizing first to zero mean

and unit variance and then subtracting the smallest value. An example showing the vessel maps

computed for an input image is depicted in Figure 4.

Original Bothat Band pass Laplacian 
 Pyramid

Hessian 
single scale

Hessian 
multiscale

Figure 4: Retinal image and corresponding vessel maps.

3.1.1. Enforcing the separability constraint

Each vessel map depends on a set of parameters. We have chosen these parameters using qual-

ity measures defined specifically for hysteresis-based vessel segmentation. These quality measures

were designed such as to enforce the separability constraint, i.e., they get larger values for vessel

maps where the vessels can be better separated from their immediate vicinity. An example of

such a measure is the background-less partial area under the ROC (background-less pAROC). To

compute this quality measure for a vessel map, we need a labeled ground-truth image. First we

define a ground-truth mask by morphologically dilating the ground-truth image, thus being able to

select only the vessels and their immediate vicinity. Next, the vessel map is segmented by a set of

thresholds corresponding to the intensity-level percentiles from zero to 100, and a modified ROC

(mROC) curve is built. The false-positive rates of the mROC are computed only from the region

selected by the ground-truth mask. The quality measure is given by the pAROC, computed using
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a 2% bound on the false-positives rate. We chose this pAROC because for ”good” vessel maps,

we expect the true-positives rate to increase more rapidly at small false-positives rates in the direct

vicinity of a vessel. More details and a discussion over various such measures can be found in [35].

3.2. Pixel-based multidimensional description of vessels

A multidimensional feature space is obtained by combining the results of several different

vessel-enhancement methods. For each pixel, we build a feature vector by ordering its scalar

features (i.e., intensities) in each object map into a vector [16, 19].

Within each object map we seek to increase the separability between the background and object

pixel-classes and, if possible, to enforce also the border-separability constraint. Our strategy is in

this case to combine the results of several different enhancement methods, in the hope that together

they constitute a more separable representation of objects and background than any of them taken

alone. It is believed that a multidimensional pixel feature space is better than a single vessel map,

as it includes more information about vessels, acquired from different perspectives. A schematic

representation of the way a pixel-based feature vector space is computed is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Schematic representation of the method to achieve a pixel-based multidimensional description of vessel and
background.

3.2.1. Feature selection

The ROC of various decision rules can be used to characterize the feature space. Clearly, the

larger the area under the ROC (AROC), the more separable the feature space is. In the limit the two

classes are linearly separable when AROC is one, i.e 100% TP for 0% FP . If several features have

been computed, then those which build the best feature space will also yield the largest AROC.
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In the case of hysteresis classification we are interested also in the derivative of the ROC curve,

especially in the region where the FP rate is small. A hysteresis classifier trained on a ROC curve

with a large integral, but a comparatively mild increase over the region with small FP rate, will

yield rather poor results, because the “pessimist” classifier will select too few true vessels. Thus,

it is better to consider only a pAROC. In our experiments we have computed only the AROC

bounded by a 30% FP rate.

Several strategies can then be followed. For example, a full search strategy where all possible

combinations of features are investigated, or a sequential search strategy [36], where first the single

best feature is selected, then the best combination between that feature and another one and so on,

until the optimal feature set is found.

4. Results and discussion

We have used two databases that are publicly available: the DRIVE database [15] and the

STARE database [8]. The DRIVE database contains 40 images, divided into a training and a

test set. Each of these two sets contains 20 images. For the test images there are two sets of

hand-labeled ground-truth images, marked as first and second observer, respectively, as they were

generated by different groups of persons. For the training images, there is just one set of ground-

truth images, marked first observer. We have used the first-observer set as ground truth in our

experiments.

The STARE database contains 20 images. As there is no training and test set, the segmentation

performance on this database is computed by means of the leave-one-out method. The STARE

database contains two sets of hand-labeled ground-truth images, again marked as first and second

observer respectively. We have used the first-observer set as ground truth in our experiments.

Using the training set of the DRIVE database, the parameters of the enhancement methods used

to generate the vessel maps were computed such as to optimize a quality criterion for vessel maps

[35]. This quality criterion considers both the border-separability constraint and the separability

between the two pixel classes. The same parameters were used for the STARE database as well.

For feature selection, in our experiments we use the pixel-feature space built from the training

images of the DRIVE dataset, and compute the ROC as in the case of training absolute hysteresis
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classifiers: the ROC is determined by varying a threshold between the minimum and the maximum

values in the transformed 1D space and computing each time the percentages of TP and FP

on the pre-labeled training set. Having only five features to choose from, we have used here a

full-search strategy. After feature selection, only the Hessian multiscale, the Hessian single scale

and Laplacian-pyramid based vessel maps remained. This type of feature vector was used on the

STARE images as well.

The performance of the classifiers was measured by the AROC. The corresponding ROC is

computed by fixing the pessimist and modifying the optimist such that it assigns to the vessel class

between 0% and 100% of the available test samples. We have also computed accuracy, sensitivity

and specificity. The accuracy is defined as

Ac =
NTP +NTN

NTP +NFN +NTN +NFP

(12)

with NTP being the number of true positives, NTN the number of true negatives, NFP the number

of false positives, and NFN the number of false negatives. The sensitivity is defined as

Se =
NTP

NTP +NFN

(13)

and the specificity as

Sp =
NTN

NTN +NFP

(14)

The performance measures rely on the manual ground truth. For image segmentation in general

[37], and for vessel segmentation in particular, such a ground truth is difficult to compute. While

conducting hand-labeling experiments in our group, with the help of students, image processing

experts, and physicians, we have noticed that the human observer usually tends to ignore very thin

vessels and to enlarge thick vessels. Therefore, some false positives may still be true vessels, and

some false negatives may actually be background. However, such problems are at least partially al-

leviated by using publicly available databases to conduct comparisons among vessel-segmentation

methods.

Table 1 and Table 2 contain the results for the two databases. All results are average values
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Classifier type AROC Ac Se Sp

Hysteresis absolute 0.9642 0.9484 0.9053 0.9517
Hysteresis relative lin.-prc. 0.9713 0.9509 0.9086 0.9580
Hysteresis relative LDA 0.9726 0.9516 0.9094 0.9591
Soares et al.(2006) [11] 0.9614 0.9466 - -
Staal et al.(2004) [15] 0.9520 0.9441 0.7194 0.9773
Jiang and Mojon(2003) [24] (from [18] ) 0.9327 0.8911 - -
Mendonca and Campilho(2006) [21] - 0.9463 0.7315 0.9781
Ricci and Perfetti(2007) [12] 0.9633 0.9595 - -
Lam et al.(2010) [18] 0.9614 0.9472 - -
Marin et al.(2011) [6] 0.9588 0.9452 0.7067 0.9801
Second observer - 0.9473 0.7761 0.9725

Table 1: Results achieved on the DRIVE database by different segmentation methods. The best values are written in
bold characters.

over all test images in the respective database. Some classification examples are shown in Figure 6.

In Table 1 we show also results obtained by some state-of-the-art vessel-segmentation methods on

the DRIVE database, as reported in the respective articles. The sensitivity and specificity entries

for the other methods (except for [6]) have been taken from the work of Mendonca and Campilho

[21]. The specificity is not directly mentioned there, but instead the false positives fraction (FPF ),

defined as the fraction of pixels erroneously classified as vessel points that we interpret as FPF =

1− Sp.

In the following, we discuss various hysteresis classifiers. The relative LDA-based hysteresis

classifier shows the best performance on the test images. On the DRIVE database, with respect

to sensitivity at a significance level α = 0.02 and with respect to specificity at a significance

level α = 0.005, it is significantly better than the linear-percentile based relative classifier. The

observations with respect to the AROC and the accuracy remain valid on the STARE database as

well. However on this database, the LDA-based classifier is more specific and less sensitive than

the linear-percentile based classifier. This means that it will yield a smaller number of correct

classifications but also less false positives. The relative linear-percentile classifier has a slightly

more pronounced tendency to oversegmentation in comparison to the LDA-based relative classifier.

We interpret this as an indication that the explicit Gaussianity assumption made in the case of the

former classifier is less likely to hold.
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Classifier type AROC Ac Se Sp

Hysteresis absolute 0.9650 0.9569 0.8879 0.9652
Hysteresis relative lin.-prc. 0.9757 0.9574 0.8907 0.9654
Hysteresis relative LDA 0.9791 0.9595 0.8902 0.9673
Soares et al.(2006) [11] 0.9671 0.9480 - -
Staal et al.(2004) [15] 0.9614 0.9516 0.6970 0.9810
Jiang and Mojon(2003) [24] (from [18] ) 0.9298 0.9009 - -
Mendonca and Campilho(2006) [21] - 0.9479 0.7123 0.9758
Ricci and Perfetti(2007) [12] 0.9680 0.9646 - -
Lam et al.(2010) [18] 0.9739 0.9567 - -
Marin et al.(2011) [6] 0.9767 0.9526 0.6944 0.9819
Second observer - 0.9351 0.8949 0.9390

Table 2: Results achieved on the STARE database by different segmentation methods. The best values are written in
bold characters. In the case of Se, the value given in italic characters represents the best value achieved by automatic
methods.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 6: Image of the STARE database (a), the corresponding ground truth (b) and segmentation result achieved by
the relative hysteresis classifier (c). Image from the DRIVE database (d), ground truth (e) and result of segmentation
by the relative hysteresis classifier (f).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Result on a pathological image: input image (a), manual ground truth (b) and segmentation result computed
with the relative linear-percentile based hysteresis classifier (c).

As the results in Table 1 show, the hysteresis methods have the best sensitivity from among

the automatic segmentation methods, but they tend to trade this in for specificity, thus being more

likely to return slightly oversegmented results. Nevertheless, they show a very good accuracy,

which means that the tradeoff is worth it. The supervised hysteresis classifiers perform better

than other vessel-segmentation methods with respect to the AROC. Only the SVM-based method

by Ricci et al. [12] has an improved accuracy, but a smaller AROC. This shows that our training

algorithm is not yet optimal–in our experiments we have stopped the training after a predetermined

number of steps. However, our strategy based on computing pixel-features from vessel maps is

most promising, because theoretically, the achieved results could be further improved by improving

the separability in the feature space, i.e., designing better vessel maps.

The STARE database includes relatively many images showing pathological retinas. Our

vessel-map based hysteresis approach is not designed to handle such images. Nevertheless, it

is relatively successful in some cases. Such an example is shown in Figure 7. The strong back-

ground variation caused by the large bright spot is reduced during feature extraction to a level that

does not afflict the segmentation. Large bright background structures can be eliminated in vessel

maps computed for example with the help of morphological image processing algorithms.

On a machine with a Core 2 Duo E6700 processor and 2 GB memory under MATLAB, the

training time for a relative LDA-based classifier was one and a half hours on the DRIVE data

set. The time needed to reach a result by the same classifier in the test and operation phase is

0.8 seconds per image from the DRIVE database. The time needed to compute the pixel-feature

vector set for the same image is six seconds. Therefore a new image is segmented every 6.8
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Training
time
(hours)

Time
(sec-
onds)

PC configuration Software

relative LDA 1.5 6.8
Core 2 Duo,
2.66GHz, 2GB
RAM

MATLAB

Soares et al. [11] 9 180
Athlon XP,
2.17GHz, 1GB
RAM

MATLAB

Staal et al. [15] – 900
P3, 1GHz, 1GB
RAM –

Jiang and Mojon [24] – ∼19 P3, 600MHz C

Mendonca and Campilho [21] – 150
P4, 3.2GHz, ∼1GB
RAM MATLAB

Lam et al. [18] – 780
Core 2 Duo,
1.83GHz, 2GB
RAM

MATLAB

Marin et al. [6] – 93
Core 2 Duo,
2.13GHz, 2GB
RAM

–

Table 3: Running times for different vessel segmentation methods on the DRIVE database. The best values are written
in bold characters.

seconds. The absolute hysteresis classifier is a few milliseconds faster. Hysteresis methods yield

classifiers that are significantly faster than other state-of-the-art methods. An overview of running

times for various vessel segmentation methods is given in Table 3.

Supervised vessel segmentation can be achieved also by a general-purpose classifier like an

SVM working on the pixel-feature space described in this contribution. However, the strong over-

lap has various negative consequences. First, there will be a rather large number of support vectors,

therefore, it should take a relatively long time to segment an image. There is also the danger of

overfit, particularly if the size of the sample used for training is too small. Conversely, if the entire

available training database is used (i.e., all pixels from all images in the training set), the time

needed for training is very long, which makes designing the SVM a tedious job. Ricci et al. [12]

successfully use a linear SVM to conduct vessel segmentation (on a different feature space). For

training they used only 20000 pixels randomly chosen from all images in the training set. There
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is no mention of the time needed to segment one image in their paper, except for a comment that

the method should be very fast, being based on a linear SVM. Marin et al. [6] propose neural

networks (NNs) to segment vessels on a newly for this purpose designed feature space. Their

feature space bares resemblance to ours, as it assigns to each pixel a feature vector consisting of

intensity-level-based features, but also of moment-invariants-based features. For training they use

a set of 30000 manually selected pixels from the DRIVE database, fairly divided between vessels

and background.

5. Conclusions and summary

Hysteresis segmentation can successfully segment objects of inhomogeneous intensity-level

representation found on an inhomogeneous background, as long as there is a slight difference

between object and background at a local level around the object’s borders, and the supports of

the two classes in the pixel feature space do not overlap completely. These conditions should

be enforced during feature extraction also. Thus, for vessel segmentation, the feature-extraction

process was designed to improve the contrast of vessels, particularly at their borders, such that the

vessels do not spill into the background when segmented by the optimist.

We do not treat the case of pathological retinal images separately. In general the performance

of the methods described in this contribution on pathological images is worse than on normal im-

ages. However, the hysteresis paradigm can be used to handle such problems as well. In such a

case, special vessel maps need to be devised to improve vessel separability on images with spe-

cific pathologies. This represents an indication of the versatility of our vessel-map-based feature-

extraction process. The feature extraction is aimed at ensuring the border separability constraint

and improving the overall separability.

For retinal vessel segmentation, the hysteresis methods tend to trade specificity for sensitiv-

ity. However the good accuracy obtained shows that it was a good trade and that the danger of

oversegmentation is small. Furthermore, these considerations need to be weighted by the fact that

manually labeled gold-standard images used to compute these quality measures may themselves

by afflicted by errors.
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Requiring the pessimist to have a zero false positives rate is practically equivalent, in the case

of a linear classifier, to selecting that region in the feature space A that intersects with the support

of the object class and it can be separated from the support of the background class by a linear

hypersurface. If only nonlinear separation is possible, then a nonlinear classifier is needed as

pessimist. We intend to investigate nonlinear hysteresis classification in the near future.

Sometimes, the set of separating surfaces computed by percentiles is too sparse such that the

optimist and the pessimist can not be defined correctly. For the pessimist, this means that there

is no percentile-based separating surface to select only object points, although such a separat-

ing surface exists. For the optimist, this means that there is no separating surface to fulfill the

border-separability constraint, although such a separating surface exists. Then, instead of using

percentiles, one should use other quantiles (larger than 100) which yield a sufficiently dense set of

separating surfaces.

We have introduced a new paradigm for binary classification including supervised and unsu-

pervised methods, which is well suited to solve problems afflicted by large class skew and strong

overlap by making use of available prior knowledge. Our paradigm is rooted in the field of im-

age segmentation and analysis, and we have demonstrated it successfully for the segmentation of

retinal vessels. In this case we have a large class skew, because there are a lot more background

pixels than vessel pixels and there is a strong overlap as the vessels and the background are inho-

mogeneous. Our paradigm successfully uses the prior knowledge that the vessels are connected

structures. Even though it has been demonstrated here only for vessel segmentation, we believe the

hysteresis paradigm is a more general method, readily applicable to other types of segmentation

and binary-classification problems as well.
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